
Swedish telco Telia, holder of a world record for telephone mass voting, is raising call capacity even

further with network capacity expansion to meet growing demand from broadcasters and other

customers.

With an eye on breaking its own record of answering calls from the equivalent of over half of Sweden's

population in a single evening's prime time television, Telia, which already handles over 90 million mass

calls a year, has boosted capacity at network hot spots with further advanced IVR systems from UK

specialist Telsis.

One reason for the capacity increase is Telia's earlier introduction of Right Answer, a Telsis-developed

service that adds interactive question and answer events. "Since we started using the Telsis mass calling

solution we've seen call volumes double," says Telia mass calling product manager Stewe Wahlström.

"Right Answer enables us to let callers know whether their answer was too low or too high, giving them

the opportunity to call back if they wish to try again. We expect it to soon be generating over 250,000

premium rate calls a week and that's one reason why we've increased our capacity. Telsis has been our

mass calling partner since 1997 and they continue to deliver robust technology, on time."

Telia's network features Telsis Ocean fastIP advanced mass calling platforms located at every one of its

Swedish transit exchanges. Huge bursts of calls can be answered without detriment to conventional voice

and data telephony. Management and winner selection is handled centrally by a Telsis Ocean fastSCP

service control point using Telia's own wide area network to communicate with the fastIPs. The system

can now answer calls at a peak rate approaching 1,500 per second. 

Mass calling places unique demands on telephony platforms. While conventional voice networks are

provisioned and configured for random call handling, a mass calling system must be able to handle

synchronised call arrival. Substantially more powerful and capable than conventional interactive voice

response technology, the Ocean fastIP is a carrier-grade programmable platform holding up to 6000

hours of high quality audio. With dedicated DTMF and voice detection, plus start-at-the-beginning

playback on every channel, it supports up to 120 simultaneous calls with the same high quality of audio

and speed of response as it delivers when handling just a single call.
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